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Why We Began This Project

● We saw a need
● Document the pandemic for the historical record
● Rapid Response Archiving*
● Benefits future researchers
● Opportunity to give people a voice

*”A Journal of the Plague Year: Rapid Response Archiving Meets the Pandemic.” 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1550190620986550; “Participatory Description and Metadata Quality in Rapid 
Response Archives.”  https://doi.org/10.1177/1550190620981038



The Role of Archives

● This project fits into the broader mission of the archival 
repositories at ECU libraries
○ Region
○ ECU History
○ Local history
○ Medical history

● Why we collect



Planning: 
Getting Started

● Organizing ourselves
● Omeka digital publishing platform
● https://collections.ecu.edu/os/s/ecucovid19/page/about



Planning: 
Defining Scope

● Who to collect from?
● Geographic region?
● What to collect?

Peter Fitzgerald, CC BY 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:North_Carolina_regions_map.png 



Planning: 
Donation Agreements

“In order to contribute, you must read and agree to the terms and 
conditions. I am submitting a digital file related to my COVID-19 
related experiences on my own behalf. I grant East Carolina 
University Academic Library Services permission to include my 
submission in a publicly available online collection. I understand 
that my submission shall be made available to the public for 
original research, subject to no limitations or qualifications. I retain 
the copyright to my works.”



Planning: 
Other Ethical and Legal Considerations

● Personal privacy
● FERPA
● HIPAA



Submissions Workflow

● Site sends auto-generated email
● Review and standardize metadata
● Review privacy
● Publish item if appropriate



Promotion

● Existing media channels for campus and wider community
● Outreach to Instructors for Class Assignments
● Outreach for collaborations with other libraries and archives
● Community groups, marginalized groups
● Marketing to members of the community whose first language 

isn’t English (document translations)
● Collect-A-Thon Drive, August 9-14
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Instruction Outreach

● Emailing university faculty and staff regarding collection 
● Working with professors to create assignments 
● Promoting the collection during instruction sessions
● Creating instruction using the COVID-19 Collection and collections 

documenting the 1918 Flu Pandemic





Example: Intro to Writing Assignment

This assignment is worth 5% of your final grade, and it will be due by 11:45 pm October 11. Yes, it is a “graded” essay; so do not blow 
it off just because it is not weighted heavily, ok? I have attached a template for you that is already formatted for APA: Use a clear 
12-point font, double space your work with no extra spaces between paragraphs and keep the 1” margins. Put your name on the 
cover page. Write clearly and formally - and proofread your work. This assignment will give me a chance to see your writing style and 
to assess problems we may need to tackle. But it will also give you a chance to vent your frustrations about the pandemic before you 
settle into the semester. You may earn an extra 10 points on this essay if you also upload it to Joyner Library’s COVID-19 Collection 
site by the same deadline. (You will NOT need to make additional revisions before you upload it – the librarians want your original 
version.) Your focus can include any topic pertaining to COVID-19 about which you feel comfortable writing. Here are some ideas: 
What it is like to be in college during a pandemic What it was like graduating from high school amid a pandemic What your thoughts, 
feelings, and emotions are surrounding the disease What – if any – difficulties you are having / have had coping with distance 
education (sharing WiFi/computers with others at home, experiencing a lack of privacy or self-discipline, missing your college 
friends, having to care for siblings/other relatives, etc.) What – if any – long-term changes the pandemic might bring to your 
education: Have you decided to change majors? decided to transfer? decided that you might leave school altogether? In addition to 
your essay, the librarians would love receiving the following: Any pictures you have taken of places, signs, etc., that depict your 
quarantine and/or COVID-19 college experience Any COVID-19-related artwork that you have created during quarantine.



Community Outreach: AMEXCAN

● AMEXCAN: Association of Mexicans in North Carolina
○ www.amexcannc.org 
○ amexcan@amexcannc.org 

● NC Latino COVID-19 Task Force
○ “...aims to facilitate the collaboration of small community organizations throughout the state 

to help mitigate the effects of Covid-19 and advocate for the Latino population through 
access to resources such as vaccines.”





Emotional Toll of Retelling Experiences

● “No one owes their trauma to archivists”
● Describing experience may be retraumatizing or bring up 

difficult emotions
● Importance of providing mental health resources
● The pandemic is ongoing!

http://eiratansey.com/2020/06/05/no-one-owes-their-trauma-to-archivists-or-the-commodification-of-contemporaneous-collecting/





Response

● ~ 290 submissions
○ ~260 personal reflections

■ Community members, ECU staff, classes, local 
organizations

○ 32 sets of photos
○ College of Allied Health message
○ Slides from a psychology lab study
○ Oral histories from spring honors seminar
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Ongoing Efforts

● Filling collection holes
○ APG of Eastern North Carolina
○ Partnership with Vidant Health workers

● Further outreach to faculty
● Continued work with AMEXCAN
● Promote use as an archival collection
● Content Warnings
● Archivists as Creators and Collaborators



Addressing Trauma in Archives

Wright, Kirsten, and Nicola Laurent. 2021. “Safety, Collaboration, and Empowerment: Trauma-Informed Archival 
Practice”. Archivaria 91 (June), 38-73. https://archivaria.ca/index.php/archivaria/article/view/13787 

● Specialized training in trauma informed practice  
○ “Trauma-informed practice is a strengths-based approach for 

organizations that acknowledges the pervasiveness of trauma 
and the risk and potential for people to be retraumatized through 
engagement with organizations such as archives and seeks to 
minimize triggers and negative interactions.”



Questions? Comments?

Alston Cobourn Jo Overstreet
University Archivist Outreach and Instruction Librarian 
cobourna18@ecu.edu for Special Collections

overstreetj19@ecu.edu 
Jennifer Daugherty
North Carolina Collection Librarian
daugherty18@ecu.edu




